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**Modern Gothic**

**Betrayals**
Cainsville book 4 - August 2016
Random House North America/Little, Brown & Co Sphere UK
Someone is killing street kids in the city, and the police have tied Ricky to the crimes. Setting out with Gabriel’s help to clear Ricky’s name, Olivia once again finds her own life at risk. Soon the three are tangled in a web of betrayals.

**Deceptions**
Cainsville book 3 - 2015
Random House Canada/Dutton US/Little, Brown & Co Sphere UK
Visions continue to haunt Olivia, particularly one of a little blond girl in a green sundress who insists she has an important message, one that may help her balance the light and darkness within herself.

**Visions**
Cainsville book 2 - 2014
Random House Canada/Dutton US/Little, Brown & Co Sphere UK
Olivia finds a dead woman in her car, dressed to look like her, but the body vanishes before anyone else sees it. Olivia’s efforts to uncover the truth places her in the crosshairs of old and powerful forces.

**Omens**
Cainsville book 1 - 2013
Random House Canada/Dutton US/Little, Brown & Co Sphere UK
Olivia Taylor-Jones’s world is shattered when she learns her real parents are convicted serial killers. Fleeing the media fallout, Olivia ends up in Cainsville, a town that takes an unsettling interest in Olivia & her efforts to uncover her past.
Mystery/Thriller

City of the Lost
Rockton book 1 - 2015
Random House Canada/Minotaur US/Little Brown UK
Imagine a secret town, isolated in the Yukon wilderness, deliberately cut off from the world, where everyone is pretending to be someone they’re not. Even good people can get up to some very bad stuff.

The Masked Truth
Standalone - 2015
Random House North America/Atom UK
The last thing Riley Vasquez or Max Cross wants is to spend a weekend away at a therapy camp alongside five other teens with “issues.” But that’s exactly where they are when three masked men burst in to take the group hostage.

Wild Justice
Nadia book 3 - 2013
Random House Canada/Bantam US/Warner UK
When Nadia was thirteen, she failed to protect her cousin Amy from being murdered. When she fails again, botching a hit, her mentor, Jack, helps her find her equilibrium by bringing Nadia a gift: the new identity of the predator who killed Amy.

Made to be Broken
Nadia book 2 - 2009
Random House Canada/Bantam US/Warner UK
When Nadia discovers that a troubled teenage employee and her baby have vanished in the Canadian woods, the memory of a past loss comes back with a vengeance, and her old instincts go into overdrive.

Exit Strategy
Nadia book 1 - 2007
Random House Canada/Bantam US/Warner UK
Six years ago, the wrong case sent Nadia Stafford over the line from cop to killer. Now she’s a contract killer for a small Mafia family. When a hitman begins murdering innocent people, the investigation threatens to unmask Nadia.
Epic Fantasy

Forest of Ruin
Age of Legends book 3 - April 2016
Doubleday Canada/HarperTeen US/Atom UK
Desperate to outmaneuver the evil Alvar Kitsune, Emperor Tatsu begs Moria to put aside past grievances and ally with Gavril—at least long enough to make an attempt on Alvar’s life.

Empire of Night
Age of Legends book 2 - 2015
Doubleday Canada/HarperTeen US/Atom UK
Moria and Ashyn are the Keeper and Seeker of Edgewood. Or at least, they were. Their village is gone. Their friends have betrayed them. And now, the emperor has sent them on a mission to rescue the children of Edgewood.

Sea of Shadows
Age of Legends book 1 - 2014
Doubleday Canada/HarperTeen US/Atom UK
In the Forest of the Dead, where the empire’s worst criminals are exiled, twin sisters Moria and Ashyn are charged with a dangerous task. Each year they must quiet the enraged souls of the damned. Only this year, the souls will not be quieted.

Urban Fantasy

The Rising
Darkness Rising book 3 - 2013
Doubleday Canada/HarperTeen US/Atom UK
Hunted by the St. Cloud Cabal, Maya & her friends are quickly running out of places to hide. Now Maya will have to face down some demons from her past if she ever hopes to move on with her life. Because Maya can’t keep running forever.

The Calling
Darkness Rising book 2 - April 2012
Doubleday Canada/HarperTeen US/Atom UK
Maya Delaney’s paw-print birthmark is the sign of what she truly is. Now, after Maya & her friends have been forced to flee a forest fire, they find themselves in the Vancouver Island wilderness with no easy way home.
Urban Fantasy (cont.)

The Gathering
Darkness Rising book 1 - April 2011
Doubleday Canada/HarperTeen US/Atom UK
When sixteen-year-old Maya’s best friend mysteriously drowns, she’s determined to find out what’s going on in their tiny medical research town. It doesn’t help that the new bad boy in town, Rafe, has a dangerous secret.

The Reckoning
Darkest Powers book 3 - 2010
Doubleday Canada/HarperTeen US/Sphere UK
Along with her supernatural friends, Chloe's on the run from the Edison Group. But they need to go back to rescue those they left behind and to take out the Edison Group...or so they hope.

The Awakening
Darkest Powers book 2 - May 2009
Doubleday Canada/HarperTeen US/Sphere UK
Chloe used to be a normal teenage girl. Then she learned she’s a powerful necromancer who can see ghosts and raise the dead, often with terrifying consequences.

The Summoning
Darkest Powers book 1 - 2008
Doubleday Canada/HarperTeen US/Sphere UK
Chloe Saunders sees dead people. Yes, like in the movies. In real life, though, that gets you sent to a place like Lyle House, a home for ‘disturbed teens’. As she gets to know the other kids, Chloe realizes Lyle House isn't your usual group home.

Otherworld Chills
Otherworld collection - October 2016
Random House Canada/Dutton US/Little, Brown & Co Orbit UK
New and reprinted short fiction from the Otherworld series. Contains: Brazen, Amityville Horrible, Chaotic, Sorry Seems to be the Hardest Word, Off-Duty Angel, The Puppy Plan and Baby Boom.
Urban Fantasy (cont)

**Otherworld Secrets**  
Otherworld collection - 2015  
Random House Canada/Dutton US/Little, Brown & Co Orbit UK  
New and reprinted short fiction from the Otherworld series. Contains: Life After Theft, Forbidden, Angelic, Zen and the Art of Vampirism, The Ungrateful Dead and Counterfeit Magic

**Otherworld Nights**  
Otherworld anthology - 2014  
Random House Canada/Dutton US/Little, Brown & Co Orbit UK  

**Thirteen**  
Otherworld book 13 - 2013  
Random House Canada/Dutton US/Little, Brown & Co Orbit UK  
A war is brewing—the first battle has been waged and Savannah is left standing, albeit battered and bruised. Savannah, Adam, Paige, Elena, Jaime, Hope, & other lost-but-not-forgotten characters united in an epic battle, for a grand series finale.

**Spellbound**  
Otherworld book 12 - 2011  
Random House Canada/Dutton US/Little, Brown & Co Orbit UK  
Savannah Levine is in terrible danger, and for once she’s powerless to help herself. Witch hunting assassins, necromancers, half-demons, and rogue witches all seem to be after her. And every member of the Otherworld might be at risk.

**Waking the Witch**  
Otherworld book 11 - 2010  
Random House Canada/Dutton US/ Warner Orbit UK  
At 21, Savannah Levine is eager to prove she can be a responsible member of her former guardians’ supernatural detective agency. So she jumps at the chance to fly solo, investigating the mysterious deaths of three young women.
Urban Fantasy (cont.)

**Tales of the Otherworld**
Otherworld anthology - 2010
Random House Canada/Bantam Spectra US/Warner Orbit UK
Seven tales of friendship, adventure, and enduring romance. All of the author’s worldwide proceeds from this collection are donated to World Literacy of Canada.

**Frostbitten**
Otherworld book 10 - 2009
Random House Canada/Bantam Spectra US/Warner Orbit UK
When word comes of a series of humans apparently killed by wolves near Anchorage, Elena and Clay are sent to check things out. But they find more than they bargained for among the snow and trees of the savage Alaskan wilderness.

**Men of the Otherworld**
Otherworld anthology - 2009
Random House Canada/Bantam Spectra US/Warner Orbit UK
Four stories featuring the American werewolf Pack. All of the author’s worldwide proceeds from this collection are donated to World Literacy of Canada.

**Living with the Dead**
Otherworld book 9 - 2008
Random House Canada/Bantam Spectra US/Warner Orbit UK
When Robyn Peltier is framed for murder, the person determined to clear her name is half-demon tabloid reporter Hope Adams. Suddenly Robyn finds herself in a world she never even knew existed—and which she is safer knowing nothing about....

**Personal Demon**
Otherworld book 8 - 2008
Random House Canada/Bantam Spectra US/Warner Orbit UK
Half-demon tabloid reporter Hope Adams doesn’t just love chaos—she needs it. So when Benicio Cortez offers her a job infiltrating a gang of young supernaturals, she thinks she’s found the perfect way to guiltlessly indulge that hunger.
Urban Fantasy (cont.)

**No Humans Involved**  
Otherworld book 7 - 2007  
Random House Canada/Bantam Spectra US/Warner Orbit UK  
On the set of the season’s hottest TV special, necromancer Jaime Vegas is haunted by ghosts she can’t contact—victims of a horrific crime that will rock the balance of the supernatural world.

**Broken**  
Otherworld book 6 - 2006  
Random House Canada/Bantam Spectra US/Warner Orbit UK  
To fulfill an old debt, werewolf Elena Michaels must retrieve Jack the Ripper’s missing From Hell letter. Sounds easy...until the letter opens a dimensional portal into Victorian London, releasing zombies, disease, and maybe a notorious killer himself.

**Haunted**  
Otherworld book 5 - 2005  
Random House Canada/Bantam Spectra US/Warner Orbit UK  
The Fates send Eve Levine to retrieve the soul of an escaped demi-demon. Playing bounty hunter isn’t what Eve had in mind for an afterlife career, but you can’t argue with Fate...even if the price turns out to be more than this ghost can afford.

**Industrial Magic**  
Otherworld book 4 - 2004  
Random House Canada/Bantam Spectra US/Warner Orbit UK  
When Paige's future father-in-law asks her to investigate the murder of a witch, she can’t refuse—though she knows he’s only using her to pull his idealistic son into the family business...the powerful supernatural “corporate Mafia” known as the Cabals.

**Dime Store Magic**  
Otherworld book 3 - 2004  
Random House Canada/Bantam Spectra US/Warner Orbit UK  
When Paige Winterbourne is challenged for custody of her new preteen ward, she’s prepared for a fight. She’s not as prepared for the team of supernaturals she’s pitted against, including a powerful sorcerer who claims to be the young witch’s father.
Urban Fantasy (cont.)

**Stolen**
Otherworld book 2 - 2003  
Random House Canada/Viking US/Warner Orbit UK  
Werewolf Elena Michaels doesn’t believe in witches, half-demons and vampires...until she’s kidnapped and thrown into a cell-block with them. But dealing with her fellow captives proves the least of her worries.

**Bitten**
Otherworld book 1 - 2001  
Random House Canada/Viking US/Warner Orbit UK  
The world’s only female werewolf, Elena Michaels has left the Pack and is trying to live as a human. When the Alpha asks for her help fighting an uprising, she agrees because she owes him, planning to leave again as soon as her debt is paid.

Middle-Grade Fantasy Adventure

**Thor's Serpents**
Blackwell Pages book 3 - 2015 - co-written with M.A. Marr  
Little, Brown Books for Young Readers  
Matt, Laurie, and Fen have beaten near-impossible odds to assemble their fellow descendants and champions of the Norse gods. Now they have to tackle their most epic quest of all: stopping the apocalypse in its tracks.

**Odin's Ravens**
Blackwell Pages book 2 - 2014 - co-written with M.A. Marr  
Little, Brown Books for Young Readers  
Thirteen-year-old Matt Thorsen, a modern day descendant of the Norse god Thor, was chosen to represent Thor at Ragnarok. Now he has to gather the other descendants, defeat a giant serpent, and save the world. No problem, right?

**Loki’s Wolves**
Blackwell Pages book 1 - 2013 - co-written with M.A. Marr  
Little, Brown Books for Young Readers  
Matt Thorsen knows every Norse myth as if it was family history—because it is. Most people in modern-day Blackwell are descendants of Thor or Loki. Now the apocalypse is coming & Matt must put together a team to stop it.